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Generalized reciprocity formulas and Dedekind-Petersson-Knopp-type formulas 
are given to generalized Dedekind sums attached to Dirichlet characters, defined on 
a certain congruence subgroup of X,(Z). In addition, these formulas are respec- 
tively construed as transformational and eigen properties of those sums redefined 
on a certain set of cusps. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let x be a primitive Dirichlet character of conductor N, 1 its complex 
conjugate, and ~01) the Gauss sum J&,odN)~(r) I?*~~“~ for x. Let c(N) 
denote the group generated by the congruence subgroup 
~,!3L,(Z)lb-CEO (modN) 
I 
of level N and the substitution 
For each 
with c# 0 
the generalized Dedekind sums S$T,Jkv> attached to x of order 2k are defined 
by 
0022-3 14X/84 $3.00 
x x01) x(v) pm 
r(modcN) 
($+2k-m(y)’ 
u(modN) 
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where k is a positive integer, 0 Q m < 2k, m E Z, sgn(c) = C/ICI, and 
P,(X) = B,(x - [xl) with B,(x) the mth Bernoulli polynomial, but Pi(x) = 0 
for x E Z. These sums occur in the transformation formula for a certain 
integral, which is stated in Section 2. Provided that x is trivial, S:fxV) is 
exactly the original Dedekind sum which is usually expressed as s(a, c) or 
44 c). 
The purpose of this article is to present analogues of two important 
formulas for the Dedekind sums to the above sums in the case where x is 
nontrivial or k > 1. First we give generalized reciprocity formulas for those, 
a special case of which is the reciprocity formula of Apostol [ 11. In the 
course of the proof we also find immediate extensions of formulas obtained 
by Carlitz [4] in the case where x is trivial. By the way, Knopp [9] recently 
derived a formula for the Dedekind sums from the effect of every Hecke 
operator on the logarithm of the Dedekind eta function as Dedekind himself 
did locally [5, (27) (28)]. W e may as well name it the Dedekind-Petersson- 
Knopp formula for its history is mentioned by Knopp. In the last section we 
also exhibit analogues of this, which in the case where x is trivial, have been 
shown by Parson and Rosen [ 141. After the manner of these, we prove our 
formulas. 
2. TRANSFORMATION FORMULAS INVOLVING 
GENERALIZED DEDEKIND SUMS 
We define the function for Im(z) > 0 with an integer k > 1 
I $[(2k - 1) +0 if x is trivial and k > 1, otherwise, 
where rs ,,-,,,W = L,nx(WW) dzk-l and ((2k - 1) is the value of the 
Riemann zeta function at 2k - 1. The transformation law for H,,,(z) under 
the action of pO(N) has been essentially determined by Dedekind [5] for x 
trivial and k = 1; Apostol [ 11, Iseki [8] for x trivial and k > 1; Goldstein 
and Razar [7] for x nontrivial and k = 1; and the author [ 111 otherwise. Let 
us state it except for the Dedekind case. Beforehand for I’= (z 2), we set 
Vz = (az + b)/(cz + d), j(V, z) = cz + d, a, = a, and c, = c as usual. Let 
x(-l) = (-1)’ with 6 = 0 or 1. We have the characters 8, (E = 0, 1) of Pi(N) 
defined by 
if V E T:(N), 
otherwise. 
641/19/3-6 
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THEOREM 1. Assume that x is nontrivial or k > 1. Then for any 
b’ E f’%N), 
~k.x(Wj(K dZk-* = e,(v) Hk&) + S,(z), (1) 
where if c, = 0, then S,(z) = 0; if c, # 0, then 
(-l)m-’ s;~;(v>j(v,z)*k-‘-? 
Remark. (i) In [7, 1 l] formula (1) is proved for the group generated by 
the principal congruence subgroup of level N and T. However, no essential 
modification occurs in the proof.. 
(ii) It is easy to verify [ 1 l] that for any V E e(N) with c, # 0, 
S:ok),Jy) = S:;:;(v) = B2J~;k-’ if x is trivial, 
(2) 
=o otherwise, 
where B,, is the 2kth Bernoulli number. H,,Jz) with x nontrivial is really an 
Eichler integral associated, up to a constant multiple, with the Eisenstein 
series corresponding to the Dirichlet series L(s, f)L(s - 2k + 1, x), where 
L(s,x) is the Dirichlet L-function for x. 
From now on we assume throughout that x is nontrivial or k > 1, and fix 
them. Hence we may simply write S,(V) instead of S$$(V). 
LEMMA 1. For W = UV with U, V E f:(N), 
S,(z) = e,(u) S,(z) + S,(Vz)j(V, z)2k-2. (3) 
Proof: Since j( W, z) =j(V, Vz)j(V, z), it follows from (1) that 
Hk,x( wz)j( WY z)2k-2 equals 
Hk,X(UVZ)j(U, vzyk-*j(V, z)2k-2 
= 8,(u) &,(b)j(v, z)2k-2 + s,(vz)j(v, z)2k-2 
= O,(w) f&(z) + e,(u) S,(z) + S,(Vz)j(V, z)2k-2. 
Hence we get (3). 
From this lemma we deduce one of our main results. 
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3. GENERALIZED RECIPROCITY FORMULAS 
For convenience we let c(N)* mean the set of all V E c(N) with c, # 0. 
We see immediately from Lemma 1 that for any V E c(N)*, 
s,(v-‘) = -B,(V) S,,-,(V); (4) 
if we choose U E PO(N) with cU= 0, then a, = fl and 
S,(W) = S,(VU) = a;-’ S,(V). (5) 
Now we define 
(6) 
which may be more advantageous than S,(v) for us to state our results. We 
observe from (2) that for any VE c(N)*, DZk(V) = D,, = B,, or 0 accor- 
dingly as x is trivial or nontrivial. Then a main result is 
THEOREM 2. Let W= UV with U, V, and W in f:(N)*. Then for 
0 < m < 2k, 
D,(W)=B,(U) 5 a,,&(V)c;- (%jm+‘-‘* 
I=0 
+ I$ /I&, D,(U) (7) m-’ + Y,,,c;-~~ ($1 m, (7) 
where aoso = 1, each PO,, = y. = 0, and for m > 1, 
(-l)j, Pm,/ = - y1 (f) (-I>'? Y,  = - D2k* 
j=O 
Remark. (i) In the case of the classical Dedekind sums we must add 
the half of sgn(c,c,c,) to the right-hand side of (7) [3, 151. 
(ii) When x is trivial, m = 1, and U = T, Theorem 2 reduces to the 
Apostol reciprocity theorem [ 11. 
(iii) Suppose that x is nontrivial and k = 1. For each V E c(N) we 
define 
I D,(V) VW)= o 
if c,# 0, 
if c, = 0. 
Lemma 1 together with (2) shows that if x is even (resp. odd), then w  is a 
homomorphism of c(N) (resp. G(N)) into the additive group of CQ). The 
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kernel of ly contains Hecke’s group G(N) which is generated by (i :‘) and T 
(r-p. Gnaw)) [f&71. 
Hereafter let x mean a rational cusp equivalent to co under f:(N). We 
define 
D,(x) = %m 
with some V E c(N)* satisfying x = Vco. These are well defined because 
D,(-V) = D,(v) and D,(V) depend only on uy and cy. It is immediate 
from (5) that 
D,(x + N) = D,(x). 
Furthermore we can interpret Theorem 2 in terms of D,(x). 
THEOREM 2'. Let U be in c(N)*. Then for 0 < m < 2k, 
D,(Ux)j(U, xyk- = e,(u) D,(x) + S:m)(x), Xf CT-‘co, 
where Sg’(x) = 0 and for m > 1, 
m-l 
SF’(x) = e,(u) c a,,,D,(x) c’G-‘j(U, xpm 
I=0 
+ ? /!?,,,D@) c;-‘j(U, x)‘~-‘+ 
1% 
- D,, czezk j(U, x)‘~-~. 
In fact, setting x = Vco in (7), we observe Wa, = Ux and cw/cy = j(U, x). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Put w  = j( W, z) as in [4]. Then we see 
j(V, 2) = 
c,w + C” and j(U, Vz) = c . 
CW V u 
Hence (3) yields 
(-l)* S,(w) M+m(cyW + C”) c2,k-l 
(-l)‘S,(v) w(c,w + C”)2k--I c:, 
+ go ( 2; ) (-q’s,(u) wZk-~(cyw + c,>‘c’,“-‘. (8) 
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Comparing the coefficients of wZk+’ on both sides of (8), we find 
S,(w) c&v = e,(u) S,(V) cik, 
so that (7) is valid for m = 0 by (6). 
Further comparison of the coefficients of wZkt I-“’ for 1 < m < 2k on both 
sides of (8) shows 
i 1 “,” (-l)“s,(w)c,cz,k-l + (m’” 1) (  ,y- Sm-,(W)CL!Cy 
=@,(U) (“m”) go(r;l)(-l)‘S1(~)c;n-ict?-mc, 
t (m’” 1) ‘*gl (2k-y +1) (-1)‘s,,~,(u)c~-‘c~~-““-‘c’w. 
(9) 
These formulas reduce to Carlitz’s ones [4, Theorem 2; 10, (1.35)] when x is 
trivial and U= T. Actually, for 0 < m < 2k, 
N2k-2 
S,(T) = -B;BF-“, 
rk> 
where BS mean generalized Bernoulli numbers for x. 
Dividmg both sides of (9) by (-l)m cckPm+’ and using (4), (6), we have 
e,(u){D,(~(c,/c”>2k-m - D -,(w)c”(cdc,)2k-m+‘~ 
= (‘,” )go (7) (-l>“-~D;(v)c::-‘(c,/c,)’ 
+ (myl) ‘k~o+’ (Zk-;+ 1) (-l)m+~-‘SI(U-~)c~-‘(CW/Cy>! 
where O;(V) = O,( V)/( ‘: ). By the notation 
D,l ~=~,(w(cw/c,)2k-2m, c = C”, u = CJC,, 
D; = D;(V) and s, = S,(UF), 
the above formula reads symbolically 
= (‘,” ) (D’u-cy+ (m’” J cm-‘(Su- 1)2k-‘m-1’. (10) 
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Let A,,, (1 < m ,< 2k) denote the right-hand side of (10) and A,, = 0;. Since 
WW’o I u> = 06 as was seen above, we derive from (10) 
6,(v)(D,j U) urn = 5 cm-jAj. (11) 
j=O 
We see in the right of (11) 
cm -j(D’u - cy 
(-I)--‘D;c”-‘u’ 
Z-F, 
f% 
,,J’,(V) c”U-~WCY>~- 
Besides the coefficient C, of u’ for 0 < 1< 2k in 
m-l 
xc 
m-1-j c’(i34 - l)Zk--j 
j=o 
is equal to 
T (y ) (2klAj) (-l)*k-j-fgfCm-l 
=c (‘“,-‘) (-I)‘-j ( 2;) s,(u-‘)c;-‘, j 
where the sums are taken over all integers j satisfying 0 <j < m - 1 and 
j < 2k - 1. Then we use (2), (4), and (6) to observe 
C2k = SIk(U-‘) c;-’ = - B,(U) D2k c”‘-*~, 
CZk-f=O for O<l<m- 1, 
= ww,,fwJ) C’ for m < I < 2k. 
Therefore (11) yields our desired formula for 1 < m < 2k. 
5. ANALOGUES OF THE DEDEKIND-PETERSSON-KNOPP FORMULA 
Let T,(n) (n E PJ) be the Hecke operators of weight I for c(N) 
[16, (3.5.7)]. Namely, for a functionf(z) these are defined in 
Tr(n)f(z) = II’- L&&>, g qnz Y) - (a,4=l 
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Then we can verify by an elementary way [2] that on periodic functions of 
period N, 
(d,N)= 1 
THEOREM 3. For every n E LJ, 
T2-2k@) ffk,# = $3 Zk- I,,@) Hk,xtz). (12) 
In fact, for prime p)N the formula follows by a quite analogous manner 
to that in [9]. For prime p[N it is immediate because x(p) = 0 that 
T,-,,(p) H,,,(z) = 0 and a,,-,,,(p) = 0, so that our formula is also valid in 
this case. Hence employing the above composition formula for Hecke 
operators and the readily verified relation 
u2k-,,,(m)a,,-,,,(n)= c d2k-‘%-1.x 
d1Cm.n) 
(d,N)= 1 
we arrive at our assertion by the usual induction argument [ 141. 
Suppose (n, N) = 1 in the rest. Let I/ E PO(N)*. Let R, denote the system 
of all integer matrices M = (“0 N,b)withad=n,a>O,andO<~bd.Then 
for every A4 E R, there exist V’ E ,X,(Z) and M’ = ( “0’ $’ ) E R, 
satisfying MV= V’M’ [2]. It is clear that A4 t-+ M’ is a permutation of R, 
and V’ E PO(N)*. Then we have 
LEMMA 2. It holds that 
2 d’2k--2 S,,(M’z) = a,,-,,&) S,(z). 
MER, 
(13) 
Proof. Note that t9,(V’) = B,(V). From (1) and (12) the V-period of 
n2k-1 T,-,,(n) H,,,(z) equals ~~~-i,~(rr) S,(z). On the other hand we observe 
by (1) and the definition of T, _ Zk(n) 
n Zk-I T,-,,(n) Hk,,(Vz)j(V3 ZjZk-* 
= x dzk-’ H,,,(MVz)j(v, z)*~-* 
= c d2k-2 H,,.JV’M’z)(j(V’, M’z) d’/d)2k-2 
=xd ‘2k-2(eg(V’) H,,,(M’z) + S,l(M’Z)) 
= e,(v> n2k-LT2-2k(n) H,,,(Z) + x d’2k-ZSV@f’z), 
where every C means CMER,. Hence we conclude (13). 
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Now our aimed formulas follow at once from this lemma. 
THEOREM 4. For 0 & m < 2k, 
n”-’ c dZk-*“’ D,(V) = uZk-,,.(n)D,(V). 
MER, 
Proof. Inserting j(V’, M’z) =j(V, z) d/d’ into the left of (13) and 
comparing the coefficients ofj(V, ~)*~-i-“’ on both sides, we obtain 
2 d2k-‘-md’m-~Sm(V’) = a,,-,,&) s,(v). 
MER” 
Since cy, = q,dd’/n, we have the formulas by (6). 
If we set x = Vco, then we see V’ co = V’M’ co = MVco = Mx. Hence 
Theorem 4 translates into terms of D,(x) in Section 3. 
THEOREM 4’. ForO<m<2k, 
T 2m-2kb) Dm(x) = nm-2k 02k-&) Dm(x). 
Remark. Theorem 4’ is also an analogy of a statement on the Dedekind 
sums made by Parson [ 13, Proof of Theorem 4.11. In [ 121 we define 
Dedekind type sums whose prototypes are S,(V) or O,(x), and extend the 
above result to those. But there we cannot employ the method in this paper. 
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